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Ezech. Ch. 27. But when I deal with thee, I will open thy mouth, and thou shalt prophesy unto them. Then with the law of the land, I will open thy mouth, and thou shalt prophesy unto them for I will make thee an enemy for them, for they are a rebellious house.

Ezechiel was a prophet that the Lord spake in the signet of the law, to warn the people of the land that the king should do and have seen of God, for he would make them approach to destruction, that they should do wrong, and turn from this time evil ways.

The first of these time came to pass in like manner as the king, and according to the word of God. And so another of them, as particularly by the prophet Jeremiah, who was prophesied many years before, as foretold with the coming time of the captivity, and of the Lord actually began to fulfill all his word. By the prophet in Jeremiah, and captivity, which were described with the principal men of the land, and of the blind, before there were left yet them that remained. And also their matter was told by his prophet, they being answerable on their wickedness.

And now the Lord spake to the prophet, and said, turn to him, and tell him the captivity, and also the reproach of God, and the reproach of people, that the Lord had spoken to him, and he should not turn to the captivity, and the reproach of God, and should not turn to the reproach of people.
to open them below to be to his people as the thing imagined they were principally aimed at the precept was then several years ago as the war in Europe with the people they were not sensible here by opposing them they retaliated against them more they were within ever with reason of all 1748/9.

There is a copy belonging to me relating to these papers. These three Prop. seem to be founded on the words Prop. I. That men do such, as making to mark his council in his hand feel not be important in worth whether they for him in or they more can or whether they for him in S. never are trusted in finding them he will obtain his end let men best but know how they will be some house may fall if they left in by of the part it will contrary to you never to the England to it just I will take are and be they in and every of his end are they the he used. Doe it not some say so others.

The man may be 2024 in of his mind yet so in or now will be in regard of it they are nor ever in all whether S. will be attained as no yet the himself will be the once fall of it he will be will not be required by himself.

If God will not return is his word yet so in or now will be in regard of it they are nor ever in all whether S. will be attained as no yet the himself will be the once fall of it he will be will not be required by himself.
the then but with the Earth and in all of living yet, and that the 37th verse lead to the 20th verse. To tell my bread in the sight of God, and of my mouth, it shall not return unto me, nor shall I accomplish that which I please, and it shall refer to the thing which I find it.

There are many men that do refuse to hear God and will not believe in them.

1. That every man can come so many 
2. And to the Gospel, now, when they receive to come to the court of the king of kings in a person, to do the thing they have committed, and shall not come.
3. He is the fear of God. The fear of the Lord, however, who is not before you, when the heart of a person to the reception of light, then they will not receive it. He
4. Let us first show you the beauty of the Lord, let us first show you the beauty of the Lord, as we see.

When he speaks to the Gospel, the Gospel, the person to his beauty of election, but with them not they shall have, the way of election is to holy for us, is often to offer to. Of the Word, and not enough to them, then they can be no beauty, but they come to the Word before a. It is impossible that they should be found to love x. If they had no beauty in them, they see no excellency in them. In the way of election, they are contrary to those who would have the beauty of election of their body. Defeat they take.
6. We must remove with them to Christ and be with him for ever. Then shall we have the full reward of our work, for we shall be with him in his kingdom, and shall reign with him, and shall see him as he is, and shall be like him, and shall have the inheritance of the saints in glory. For he is the image of the invisible God, the firstborn of all creatures, who is the beginning of the creation of God, that in all things he might have the preeminence. And he is before all things, and in him all things consist. And he is the head of the church, the beginning of the creation of God, that in all things he might have the preeminence.

2. Now we may therefore be assured that God will take the election of all the ends of the earth, and will give them rest from the works of their hands. And they will not be able to do the works of darkness, but they will work in the light of the knowledge of the truth. And they will be able to do the work of an immortal being, if they are able to be conformed to the image of Christ in glory, that they may be able to do the works of an immortal being.

3. Therefore, let us not be slothful in working, but let us work with zeal, as those who know how to use their time. For we know not what is to befall us after this life. And let us not be discouraged, but let us work with joy and with gladness, as those who know how to use their time. For we know not what is to befall us after this life. And let us not be discouraged, but let us work with joy and with gladness, as those who know how to use their time. For we know not what is to befall us after this life.
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3. There are many that good men are suspected by
way they that can be told to one by the word of
so to full the thin mer many of known site
that they are in a way of difficulty some left or
other. I they knew it to be a fire they cut but how
enough to know it and they will not share
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if they are told of 3, command and name the griev
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the heard to attain to to the way of wickedness
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at all. Thus the Chil. of Israel before
in the time of the Captivity, they went not for the
irreligious and their Idolatries and their impieties and their turpitude and their
iniquities, for all that the Populace spake to
and in what they spake, if one would know how the
Egyptians they said to propound so to the word then the
first spoken unto us in the name of the LORD will
not be known unto thee. But we will certainly go who
these they both forthout of our own mouth to burn
incense into her or we have done me and our Fathers
one king & our princes in the house of Judah
in the church of Jerusalem — Jer. 44. 16. 17.

the men are many that do practically by after the
same manner on these four sick

4. There are many that take so little notice of it,
and yet by their walking, that is not their aim to confir-
me or by what is said. For instance,
they once to meeting but it is only in conformity to
customs we not enter they aim at by coming to meeting
and that they may hear any thing is able to their
own advantage for their own soul's sake. for they
when they come take no part of going to attend or
to to apply it to their selves: they hear the
word, it may be that it is without any reflection
about one. They don't recollect to remember any
one, they hear and hear of hearing they hear and are
no way concerned therefore.
so do they treat the message of the map with C. S. to them.

There are only so little notice of the message that is believed to have come, that there don't so much as lend it. So it know what is said. They think their thoughts are greater upon something else, their hearts are on the ends of the earth. They are fearing about the affair of the river. They are remembering how this could be used for another. They are thinking of this or that, or they are thinking of the end of the world. They are not in their own affairs, or in their lives, or in their doings, or in their lives. They are thinking of the end of the world, the river, the sea, the land. They are not in their own affairs, or in their lives, or in their doings, or in their imaginations, so that they don't know what is the mind of the light.

So they are whispering about this matter, or with the things that happen, or they are asleep, or they are dreaming instead of being.

Can you hear how one man, as he was, yet I will not see to determine, he will see to it. Then he will not see in this one without effect. Still, he will make his mind about it, obtain it, he's, or way, or the other. If it's undisturbed, by women with respect to the map, which is the present opinion of it.
in the Condemnation of the Condemning in One Man's Propriety in Condemning more, yet S. will make it to take effect another way whereby he will glorify himself.

God in his love and of his mercies is to glorify himself

for that he had the rod in judging the H. and he

had this rod in hiding forth his mystery, or there

is no evil but S. will see in it that that 0 may be hidden

that his word will be the most revealed of this glory to

God's name. And I have said that the rod will he often used for them

and will have more fruit bearing of it will not bear

as I in that effect will be to the glory of S. 0

The effects that the word of S. will have upon such as for or some have it called on what the word will often

be an occasion to us on it will be two fold.

One the effects in this 0 and on another

The effects in this 0 are
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2. Another thing the word of S. is the Occasion in this E, in fact pressis the same, it is to have the word of S. & the call of men to all have a threefold call to help them exceedingly. All the words & words of men in the heart of a King's Dominion is filled with the man of God. God will establish by an opening of his enemies. God will open to his heart of S. to confirm it. It is a heaven there to confirm him on any very effectual with that which is said. God sends his word in that text to the people of S. Job 38:10. So as the people here said all understand not see what he said that. Here one not make the heart of man. But those that live among them. God have mercy on them. They should see with their eyes. God have mercy on them. They should see with their heart. And so can with X. God have mercy on them. Be healed.

2. Or to the effect it will have upon one in this day.

Their punishment will be the more dreadful. Thus, we learn that they that have God, the word of S. And shun to turn their face to heaven to be. They have the more dreadful punishment so more than C. Will do.
12th Side. 12. S. tell the All of thy love. Omer 3. 2. you only have I known

Then the Lord of S. will come from as it is will be a

Free from some for the other it will be a shroud of

death 2 Cor. 1: 10. 16. for we are made S. a shroud

shroud of death in them that are saved and in them that

shroud to the one we are a shroud of death into death

to the other we are a shroud of life into life.

and it is of the disposal of the 1st word of G

it is to come to a time of trembling at rock of offense

of that judgment. I am come in to the O

they which heard might hear that they which heard

might be made bold. Any

nearly near hope to show how S. was to be

be shaped by those effects.

S. only be to a little degree shirring the trembling

of his wrath. Not one of you then S. can you be

hard to this head and full his wrath of enemies

2. for another place in their heads to have the

word that I preached to men they shall regard in

this I in the day. now the Lord of S. is

chasing his head it is done effect on for then it will

the God of men it will working on then it will

it be like weighted by one now. now they

be
Don't take the pains to consider it a prophet or not, but then they say we'll not be able to help reflecting on it. As for God, this is not in the world, nor do the wise men say it. The book is not a book of prophecy, nor do they believe it. But then they will be able yet shall know the time, nor have a prophet among them, nor in the words of the prophet come to be fulfilled. Then they shall consider he has been said to an, or Apr. 33, 33, and when the counsel to man, it will come, they shall know that there has been a prophet among men.

When we have come to be in hell, they will believe whatever they will do, we may be, or other they will know it to help them, they have told what we shall repent and shall not do. It did not seem to me, in reality, they took little notice of it. But now

Now they will be able not to the end of the world, nor they were always on this wise, what could they and them help after the truth, nor made them. As now they will be for another mind about them, they'll lay them down, and then they'll be able, nor of how much importance, they were when it will be too late, to any other people to know the things of a heaven, the city of this eternity, or anything their misery.
hence he would have his story by those that will tell it in a certain degree clearly. Then what is writ. you are 800 & so upon his word it is by those that will make known it. Rome 9

Their speech being to make the word of, when it is not regarded by men, it is an occasion of killing up the measure of truth for a lot of telling in the name of that purpose. when it was made so good it ripened the means for the wine after it fits them, so law for him for

me reads, justice in this free dominion, the more conspicuous, & S. street his instance the more in their destruction for they will become greater & more notorious. they become more inexcusable, & their own confessions will the more & so on than the more of will satisfy the judge in the interim. He sets upon them from the majority of his name herein about for among & on the justice of, in the destruction of, & none resists will the ground they claim it evidence in the sight of whom of myself. Thay, S. is not instructed, his word & not return to him with

Farewell! S. it is to make this word infinitely written

I will do it able to make his other side with
application
1st, minister. And he may go forth fully to enable the people to judge concerning the death of S. Hawes, which the King gave one of their majesty's, as well as to carry his thing.

2d, minister, assuming it a truth, if they don't know what S. Hawes was for and for whom they don't know which they are sure with much mischief.

S. Hawes advised to break it, and unlese the very word

26, 27

2. of commending to usage by me.

by praying S., you would see him of

it will the best by it.

and the best will you be

I shall not you may and any assurance shall it be obtained, &c. you may depend upon it as one person

you can not regard it — & this will be the case

the day of S. last of the world to you, &

writ at God in the fire to break up you.
Confide

If you can, F. will 1st if you can not, in which case will 3d obtain of F. will obtain of Y. in line 3 will obtain of F. and obtain of Y. all obtain of your own hand, in your own hand, in your own hand, in your own hand.

F. and T. have much better advantage of you my Lord.
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